
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade 1–2 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
Summer is starting to wind down and we have back to school on our minds. But that 
doesn’t mean we have to wind down having fun! There’s plenty of time to play games 
we love, kick or throw a ball, or maybe do a few puzzles. Your child is still learning when 
they are playing, so lean into these last weeks of summer play! 
  
This week we are exploring Fun and Games! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read Play Ball! 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Central Idea, Text Organization, or Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch Roberto Clemente 

Extend the fun by having your child pretend to interview Roberto Clemente. 
You may also have them create their own video to show the interview. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write About Sports 
Extend the activity by having your child write a short story about doing the sport 
they chose. 
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Learn About a Ball Sport 
Extend the activity by having your child make illustrated pages for the words they 
found and compile them into a book. 
  

● Project Friday: Make a Poster 
Extend the activity by having your child act out playing the sport or performing in 
the talent show. 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2


❍  Central Idea ................................................. 4


❍  Text Organization ......................................... 6


❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 8


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 
Organizer


Oral Reading Record


Comprehension Quiz


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Central Idea 


Text Organization: Description


Informational Text


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• Different sports are played 


with different types of balls. 


• Balls come in different sizes, 


shapes, and colors. 


• Balls can be kicked, thrown, 


caught, and hit. 


• Both boys and girls play sports 


with balls.


• Playing sports with balls is fun.


Key Vocabulary


softball (p. 4)


football (p. 6)


soccer (p. 8)


volleyball (p. 10)


basketball (p. 12)


tennis (p. 14)


Before reading, ask children 


what kind of sports involving a 


ball they enjoy playing the most. 


Have them give reasons why 


they like those sports.


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL C  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex


GENRE Informational Text


WHY THIS TEXT?


This text features photographs of many different types of balls and how they are 


used in a variety of sports. Language is simple, and the majority of the content is 


carried through the photographs. Questions throughout the text (e.g., “Can you play 


volleyball like him?”) encourage readers to imagine themselves playing sports.


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About Sports player (n.), team (n.), score (v.)


1Play Ball!
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GENERATE INTEREST


Prompt children to make predictions and share 


connections.


• Why do people enjoy playing so many sports with balls? 


• What sport do you like best?


BUILD VOCABULARY


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections.


• player (n.), team (n.), score (v.)


Key Ideas & Details


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Point to and name details in the photo that help 


readers understand what kind of sport is being 


played. Besides the mitts and hats, discuss the 


way the people are standing and where they are.


What sport is being played on these two pages? (softball 


or baseball) How can you tell what sport it is? (Players are 


wearing mitts and baseball caps.)


Discuss Explain that softballs are named that because the 


ball’s inner core is softer than a baseball’s core.


2–3


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Jill plays softball.   


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to the ball. Point to the bat.


 ■  ■  Jill will use the bat to hit the .


 ■  What are the people behind Jill there to do?


What is Jill planning to do with the softball? (hit it with 


the bat)


Guide Ask children to look carefully at the softball on page 4. 


Have them use describing words to explain what they notice 


about the ball.


4–5


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Have children point to the helmets the players 
are wearing on page 7.


 ■  ■  The boy’s helmet protects both his head and 
his .


 ■  What else do you notice about what the players 
are wearing?


What do football players do with a ball like the one on 


page 6? (throw it, kick it, catch it) What do football players 


wear on their heads? (hard helmets)


Guide Review the photo on page 7. Ask children to look at 


what else players are wearing in addition to helmets. Have 


them consider what the extra equipment might reveal about 


the sport.


6–7
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


8–9


How is the soccer ball different from all the other 


balls shown in this book? (It is made of two colors and 


the others are one color.)


Guide Prompt children to look at the different shapes 


of the balls shown so far. Point out the five-sided black 


shapes on the soccer ball. Discuss how soccer is played 


primarily with one’s feet and legs.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Act out the meaning of the words throw, hit, 


catch, and dribble. Encourage children to do 


the same.


10–13


How is a volleyball the same as a soccer ball and 


how is it different? (They are both large and round, but a 


soccer ball has black five-sided sections and a volleyball has 


all white strips.) What is Sue doing with the basketball 


on page 13? (bouncing the ball)


Reread Prompt children to stop and reread what they 


have learned about the different types of balls so far. Ask 


them what the kids pictured are doing with each ball. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


14–16


How is the tennis ball different from the other balls 


in the book? (It is fuzzy. It has a softer cover than the 


others.)


Create a Visual Reinforce the central idea of the 


book by drawing pictures of the balls included and 


categorizing them based on appearance and uses. 


Encourage children to use details like colors, shapes, 


and design.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How do the photos in this book help readers understand different types of sports?


Central Idea


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Central Idea. For additional support on the concept, refer to the 


relevant Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Play Ball!


• PHOTO CLUES


Cover


What do you think is the topic of this book? (playing 


sports that include a ball)


Discuss Prompt children to name the sports pictured on 


the cover and to identify their similarities.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Prompt children to point to and name mitt, 


pitcher, catcher, and batter in the photo. 


4–5


What does the photo on page 5 tell you about how 


softball is played? (This photo shows that a player holds a 


bat, and a ball is thrown to them to hit. It also shows players 


behind the batter who are there to catch missed balls.)


Guide Define the terms mitt, pitcher, catcher, and 


batter so that children have a better idea of how softball 


is played.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Explain to children who speak Spanish that 


although football may sound like fútbol, or the 


Spanish word for soccer, it is the name of a 


different sport.


6–7


What does the photo of Tim playing football tell 


you about the sport? (It must be more physical because 


players have to wear so much padding and hard helmets.)


Guide Review the photo on page 7. Point out how Tim 


is holding the football. Explain how the shape of the ball 


plays a role in how it is held. 
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


8–9


What does the photo on page 9 tell you about how 


to play soccer? (It is clear that Carlos is using his feet and 


legs to play and hit the ball, not his hands or arms.)


Guide Ask children if any of them have played soccer. 


Discuss what makes it fun and what is challenging 


about it.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to what Zack is using to hit the 
volleyball over the net.


 ■  ■  Zack  the  over the net.


 ■  Describe what Zack does with the volleyball.


10–11


What does the photo on page 11 tell you about how 


to play volleyball? (Hands are used to hit the ball to the 


other side of the net.)


Discuss Prompt children to discuss how the details 


about volleyball help support the central idea of the text.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Have children point to the size of the basketball 


compared to Sue. How does its size make the 


ball different from the other ones? 


12–13


How does the photo support the central idea? (It 


shows another sport you can play with a ball.) How is a 


basketball different from a volleyball? (It is orange; it 


is bigger.)


Create a Visual Provide children with a handout of a 


drawing of a basketball court. Prompt them to think of 


how points are scored in basketball. Have them add a 


player and ball to the drawing. Suggest they draw how 


they think a point is scored in the game.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Spanish cognate: tenis (tennis)


14–16


What can you learn about the sport of tennis from 


the photos on pages 14–15? (The ball is yellow, small, 


and fuzzy. It is hit with a racket.)


Reread Have children reread the previous pages and 


identify the types of balls and sports. Encourage children 


to express which sports they like the most and what they 


learned about any new ones.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How does the way information is organized help readers to understand it?


Text Organization


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Text Organization. For additional support on the concept, refer 


to the relevant Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


2–3


Look closely at where the children are playing on 


these pages. What words best describe the place?  


(It is dusty and looks green in the background; it might be a 


baseball diamond.)


Discuss Explain to children that the author uses photos 


to help describe the topic. Prompt children to think of 


words to describe the scene in these pages. Have them 


come up with words about how the people look, what 


they are wearing, what they are doing, and where  


they are.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• This is a softball.


• Can you play softball like her?


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  The author asks, “Can you  a 
sport?”


 ■  ■  What does the author’s question make you 
think about?


 ■  How would you answer the author’s 
question?


4–5


Starting on these pages, how does the author 


organize information? (The author shows a type of ball 


and how it is used. Then the author asks readers if they can 


play the same sport.)


Guide Ask children what the author does on every other 


page to encourage them to think about trying or playing 


new types of sports.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


6–7


What words could you use to describe the football 


on page 6? (oval, brown, white laces)


Guide If possible, borrow a football from the physical 


education department so children may see how a football 


is sewn together and to feel the material.
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to and name the parts of a soccer ball.


 ■  ■  A soccer ball is  and .


 ■  Why do you think a soccer ball is softer than 
a football?


8–9


How would you describe a soccer ball to someone 


based on the photo on page 8? (It is round, it has black 


and white patches, the black patches have five sides, and 


the white ones have six. It is softer than a football.)


Guide Ask children what skills are needed in order to be 


a good soccer player, based on what Carlos is doing on 


page 9. Ask if children have watched soccer matches on 


television and what they learned about the game from 


watching it.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


10–11


What skills would you need to play volleyball like 


Zack on page 11? (good jumper; strong arms and hands 


to hit the ball)


Discuss Prompt children to look carefully at Zack. 


Ask them to explain what parts of his body he is using 


and to consider what skills might help him be a strong 


volleyball player.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Discuss where Sue might be practicing in the 


photo on page 13.


12–13


Why did the author only show Sue playing 


basketball on page 13, even though it is a team 


sport? (most likely to show that practicing and playing can 


be fun alone, as well as in a sport with teammates)


Reread Review the photos in the book. Discuss why 


some photos only show one person even though he or 


she is playing a team sport.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Use gestures and phrases to help children add to 


the chart. 


14–16


How would you describe the racket in Arun’s hand 


on page 15? (white, oval, with open netting in the middle, 


etc.) How does the photo on page 16 relate to the 


photos on pages 2–3? (It returns to photos of adults and 


children who have been playing softball/baseball.)


Create a Visual Make a chart with three columns labeled 


“Sport,” “Ball,” and “How to Play”. Have children write 


each of the book’s sports in the first column, describe 


the ball used in the second column, and give information 


about how the sport is played in the third column.
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Hands-On Activity


Pick a Sport


• Think about a sport or 


active game you like to play. 


Pick one that is the most 


interesting to you. 


• Teach your group how to 


play it by acting out the 


movements and explaining 


the rules. 


• Decide which sport or game 


the group is most interested 


in playing by taking a vote.


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


GENERATE INTEREST


• Why do people play sports? Why do some people do it for a career? 


• If you could be really good at one sport, which would it be and why?


Respond & Extend


Research Connection


Read about Tennis Balls


• Go online or read nonfiction 


books to learn how tennis 


balls are made. 


• Find out why making tennis 


balls often takes far more 


steps than making other 


types of sports balls.


• Write to complete this 


sentence: I think tennis balls 


are _________.  


• Share what you learned 


about tennis balls with the 


group.


Project


Make a Basketball Hoop


• Fasten together pipe 


cleaners to make a circle for 


a hoop.


• Cut a square of cardboard to 


make a backboard.


• Tape the hoop to the 


cardboard. Finally, tape 


the backboard to a door or 


wall. Practice your shots 


with a small rubber ball or 


crumpled paper.


Response Writing


Write about Sports 


without Balls


• Although many sports are 


played with balls, many are 


not.  


• Make a list of sports that do 


not use any kind of ball (e.g., 


swimming, running, etc.). 


Write or dictate to finish this 


sentence: I think it would be 


fun to be good at _________.


• Share with the group. 


Vocabulary & Language


Learn about a Ball Sport


• Look through the book and 


pick the sport you know the 


least about. Go online or 


read nonfiction books to find 


five words about this sport. 


• Find out the meaning of 


these new words and write 


or dictate their meanings.  


• Share the words and their 


meanings with the group.
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